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The tropical ocean contains very little food or nutrients. Like life in
a desert, life in the tropical ocean is difficult for all organisms. Yet,
coral reefs are colorful oases full of life in the middle of this marine
desert. How can millions of species call coral reefs their home? All
organisms living there play their roles in recycling the small amounts
of food and nutrients that are available. Because nothing is ever truly
wasted, coral reefs can ﬂourish in a marine desert that has hardly
any food. Although coral reefs existed on this planet long before the
dinosaurs, they are facing serious problems today. Warming oceans
can harm corals, leading to the loss of coral reefs. However, corals in
the northern Red Sea are very resistant to warm temperatures. Some
scientists believe that these Red Sea reefs may be able to survive even
when reefs are disappearing elsewhere around the world.
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OASES IN A MARINE DESERT
NUTRIENT
A substance required
for the survival and
growth of an organism.

Every living creature needs energy and nutrients to live and grow.
Because of this, organisms living in places where food and nutrients
are scarce need to be creative to survive. Similar to deserts on land,
the tropical ocean is very low in food and nutrients. This is also the
reason why the tropical ocean appears so clear and blue: very few
creatures grow there. Yet, coral reefs form vibrant, colorful oases full
of life—right in the middle of these ocean deserts. Although coral reefs
only cover a very small part of the seaﬂoor in the tropical ocean, they
are home to a quarter of all known marine species. Coral reefs are
also very important for millions of people, because ﬁshes and other
reef animals are important food sources, and the reefs themselves help
protect coasts from storms and waves.
The famous scientist and explorer Charles Darwin was one of the ﬁrst
to wonder how so many different animals and plants could live in
coral reefs even though the surrounding water contains so little food
and nutrients [1]. Now, after more than a century, scientists are ﬁnally
beginning to understand this so-called “Darwin Paradox.” In this article,
we look at how millions of species of coral, ﬁshes, invertebrates, algae,
and microorganisms each play their role in making coral reefs true
oases in the marine desert.

CORALS: ENGINEERS OF THE REEF

SYMBIOSIS
Two different
organisms living in a
close relationship. In
the case of corals, both
corals and their algae
beneﬁt from the
symbiosis. However,
not all symbiotic
relationships are good
for all organisms.
Parasitic tapeworms,
for example, live in the
gut of other organisms
and steal food and
nutrients from them.

PHOTOSYNTHESIS
A process by which
green plants and algae
produce their own
food. In this process,
the energy of the
sunlight is used to
make sugars from
carbon dioxide (CO2 )
and water (H2 O).

There would not be coral reefs without stony corals. Corals are very
different from most animals, because they grow attached to the
seaﬂoor and live in colonies. Each colony is made up of thousands
of little animals, called polyps. Every polyp has its own mouth and
tentacles to catch food, like the tiny shrimp and worms swimming in
the sea. Together, these polyps build a skeleton made of limestone, so
that they can grow and be protected from predators. Over hundreds to
thousands of years, these skeletons grew into the massive underwater
structures that form the coral reefs we see today (Figure 1).
Like all other animals, corals need food and nutrients to grow and
also to build reefs. So, how do corals survive and grow in an ocean
where there is hardly any food to catch? The answer is as fascinating
as it is simple: they can grow their own food! This is because corals
live in symbiosis with other organisms in and on the coral’s body,
like bacteria, algae, and fungi. These symbiotic relationships are very
important to keep the coral animal ﬁt and healthy. For example, corals
form a very special partnership with tiny algae that live within the cells
of the coral. These algae can perform photosynthesis, a process by
which the algae capture light energy from the sun and use that energy
to turn carbon dioxide (CO2 ) into sugars. The sugars are their source
of energy. The algae produce so much sugary food that they can even
share a large part of it with the coral. As the corals consume the sugars,
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Figure 1
Coral reefs in the Red
Sea are colorful and full
of life. These reefs are
home to millions of
species, from tiny
bacteria to sharks.
Coral reefs are built
from the limestone
skeletons of corals.
Each coral consists of
hundreds to thousands
of animals. These
animals are called
polyps. The polyps live
together in one colony.
Each polyp has a
mouth and tentacles to
catch food from the
ocean. In addition,
small algae living inside
the corals produce
sugars as food for
themselves and the
coral. Photo credit:
Tane Sinclair-Taylor.

Figure 1

they produce more CO2 for the algae. This exchange of sugars and
CO2 between the coral and their algae allows these symbiotic partners
to efficiently recycle energy and nutrients (Figure 2A). Therefore, corals
do not need to catch much prey from seawater [2]. This powerful
partnership between corals and tiny algae is the reason why coral reefs
have survived on this planet for hundreds of millions of years. Over
time, the coral reefs continue to grow. Today, some coral reefs are so
large they can even be seen from space, like the 2,300 km long Great
Barrier Reef in Australia.

WHO EATS WHOM ON THE CORAL REEF?

FOOD WEB
The connections
between organisms, in
terms of how they get
their food and nutrients
and how they pass
food and nutrients on
to other organisms.

Corals and algae are not the only organisms living on corals reefs.
Millions of other species of animals, plants, and microbes call reefs
home, too. Unlike corals, most creatures on a coral reef do not live
in a symbiosis with little algae that produce sugar for them. They
need to ﬁnd their own food. So how do all these species survive, if
there are so few nutrients in the surrounding water? Similar to the
partnership between corals and their algae, food and nutrients are
efficiently recycled over and over again on the entire coral reef. The
food web of coral reefs is so complex that nothing is ever wasted:
one creature’s leftovers are a feast for another creature (Figure 2B).
Corals and their algae are part of the fuel that drives the coral reef
food web. The algae produce so much sugar that not even the coral
can eat all of it. The left-over sugar that the coral will not eat is used
to produce a slimy mucus. Some of the mucus covers the coral and
helps protect it from diseases or from drying out during low tide. But
a lot of the mucus ends up in the seawater, too. Because the mucus
contains a lot of sugar, bacteria and other microbes eat it. The bacteria
in turn get eaten by small critters, like crabs, shrimp, snails, and worms
living in the water or on the seaﬂoor. Next, reef ﬁshes feed on these
small organisms. At night, the ﬁshes rest and sleep, well-hidden in the
branches of the coral. As the ﬁsh digest the foods they have eaten,
they eventually poop. The poop returns nutrients into the seawater
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around the coral. These nutrients are quickly taken up again by algae
within the coral, helping them grow and perform photosynthesis. In
this way, the feeding and pooping of many animal species on the reef
creates an endless loop, in which nutrients are re-used [3]. With so
many different species feeding and pooping on a coral reef, there are
many endless nutrient loops, recycling food so efficiently that hardly
any nutrients are ever lost. This is why millions of species on a coral
reef can survive, even though the seawater around them contains so
little food.

CORAL REEFS IN DANGER
Coral reefs have lived in the tropical oceans for hundreds of millions
of years. Recently, however, increasing numbers of coral reefs around
the world have started to die and disappear. The reason behind this
ultimately boils down to growing human populations [4]. People use
coral reefs as food sources. With more and more people living close
to coral reefs, a lot of ﬁsh are taken from the reefs. As a consequence,
many coral reefs are badly overﬁshed. With fewer and smaller ﬁsh
on the reefs, the feeding and pooping loops are disturbed, which
changes the re-use of food and nutrients. Also, because there are
fewer algae-eating ﬁsh, these ﬁsh cannot keep the algae in check.
Some of these algae can then overgrow and harm corals.
However, the greatest problem for coral reefs is climate change [4].
Climate change makes the oceans warmer. While corals like tropical
warm waters, they do not like it too warm. When the sea around corals
gets too warm, the tiny symbiotic algae inside the coral will provide
less or no sugars to the coral. In addition, the algae will also produce
substances that may damage the tissues of the coral. Thus, the algae
are no longer helpful for the coral when the water gets too warm, so
the coral has no other choice but to get rid of these algae by releasing
them into the sea. Without the tiny algae inside, the corals lose their
colorful appearance and the white skeleton inside corals becomes
visible. This is called coral bleaching. Without the algae, the bleached
coral is also cut off from its main food supply: the sugars made by
the tiny algae. Bleached corals, therefore, become weak very quickly,
and will eventually starve and die if the water stays too warm for too
long [4].

ECOSYSTEM
A community of
organisms and the
environment they
live in.

However, it is not just the corals that have a problem when the ocean
gets too warm. Without corals, all the other species living on coral reefs
lose their homes as well. As a result, entire coral reef ecosystems are
slowly disappearing worldwide. This directly affects the lives of many
people who depend on healthy coral reefs: ﬁshermen have fewer ﬁsh
to catch and fewer tourists come to see the reefs. Without healthy
coral reefs, ﬁshermen, hotel managers, diving instructors, and many
other people could lose their jobs and income. Thankfully, there are
many ways to protect coral reefs. For example, ﬁshing bans can help
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Figure 2
Corals reefs are full of
life because they very
efficiently recycle the
small amount of food
and nutrients available
in the tropical ocean.
(A) Corals and the algae
living inside the corals
help each other. The
algae produce sugar,
which the corals eat. In
digesting the sugar,
corals produce CO2 ,
which can be used by
the algae to produce
more sugar. (B) Corals
also support other reef
organisms. The
nutrients corals release
are eaten by bacteria
and other small
organisms, and these
organisms are then
eaten by larger
organisms. The poop
from the larger
organisms returns
nutrients to the
environment. In this
way, food and nutrients
are recycled in the
complex food web of
the reef.

Figure 2

create safe areas for ﬁsh to grow. This way, future generations will also
be able to catch ﬁsh on coral reefs.

ARE RED SEA CORAL REEFS TOUGHER THAN OTHER REEFS?
The Red Sea is one of the hottest seas on our planet and is very
low in nutrients. Even under these extreme conditions, vibrant coral
reefs can be found along nearly the entire Red Sea coast. Red Sea
coral reefs are very different from most other reefs around the world.
Many of the species found on Red Sea reefs can be found nowhere
else on the planet. Further, while most other corals bleach when
seawater temperatures go higher than 30◦ C, corals in the northern Red
Sea survive warmer temperatures without bleaching. Scientists from
around the world are currently trying to ﬁnd out why these Red Sea
corals are so heat resistant. Maybe it is the environmental conditions
of the Red Sea that make the corals that live there tougher? Maybe Red
Sea corals could be transplanted to other regions, to replace the reefs
that have died from ocean warming? While we are only beginning to
answer these questions, Red Sea coral reefs promise to be a refuge for
many coral species threatened elsewhere [5].

A FUTURE FOR CORAL REEFS
Coral reefs are fascinating hotspots of life in the ocean. Even
after centuries of research, there is still a lot to learn about these
reefs. Scientists keep ﬁnding new species and even discover coral
reefs in places where they never expected them in the ﬁrst place.
However, climate change and overﬁshing are severe threats to these
ecosystems. Therefore, the future of coral reefs will depend on our
actions to save them. All of us can help do their part to help protect
coral reefs: for example, eating less coral reef ﬁsh, recycling plastic
waste so it does not end up in the ocean, or reducing energy
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consumption to slow climate change. This way, coral reefs of the
future may remain colorful oases full of life in a marine desert.
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